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If you have questions, your best source of information is United PetSafe. They can be reached at or Military
members should contact United PetSafe to inquire about specific species. PetSafe agents will be able to send
you the RHE form. Here are a few things to keep in mind: Our thanks to United for continuing to work with
DoD to find solutions to get pets back home! Please contact United PetSafe Customer Service at or and
request to begin the reservation process. This applies to all pet movements on United. Frequently Asked
Questions Q: It depends on the situation. The rotator will fly all pets up to a certain size limit, including
restricted breeds. The maximum weight of the dog and kennel must not exceed lbs on the rotator. If you
brought your pet over on United, United has committed to flying your pet home, regardless of size or breed, as
long as you fill out their waiver form and provide proof that United shipped your pet. Other commercial or
private shipping options exist, though they may have increased associated costs. Are DoD civilians covered by
the United Petsafe waiver? Anyone who came over here on official DoD or military orders and shipped their
pets with United is eligible to fly them back on United, as long as proof is provided. Is the AMC rotator able
to expand capacity to take more pets? The first Patriot Express mission with increased in-cabin pet capacity
will be 5 June. These expanded capacity flights will run through the end of the month. Transportation Offices
in Japan received guidance today on how to book DoD personnel to fill these increased spaces. Cargo hold
expansion is still under discussion as there are not immediate solutions. Unfortunately, the United PetSafe
waiver only applies to those who shipped their restricted breeds here with United; however, as long as your pet
does not exceed the size restrictions set by AMC, it is eligible to fly on the rotator. If your pet does not fall
within the size restrictions, contact your local Transportation Office for other pet travel options. How long is
this waiver period with United good for? United has assured us that this waiver will extend as long as
necessary in order to get any pets back to the States that came over here originally with United. Please remain
patient as United works through the details of implementing this waiver program. There are a number of
commercial pet transport services available. Contact your local Transportation Office to see what other options
there are.
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Annual Report to Congress: Particular emphasis is placed on the challenges of obesity, tobacco use, and
excessive alcohol use among active service and reserve personnel. How have the U. Obesity, tobacco use, and
alcohol abuse pose significant threats to military readiness and resilience. Decision makers across the U. In ,
there were nearly 59, instances when service members were unable to deploy because of alcohol misuse.
Numerous reports document higher prevalence of heavy drinking and alcohol abuse in the military than the
general population, with serious consequences such as missing a week or more of duty, productivity losses,
and driving while impaired Ames et al. In , the Healthy Base Initiative was launched in 14 military
installations e. This two-year pilot included 27 evidence-based interventions, many based on CPSTF
recommendations, to encourage healthier food choices, increased physical activity, and tobacco-free living by
active duty personnel and their families. The initiative has strengthened policies and business practices to
improve nutrition and reduce tobacco use. In response, the department issued a comprehensive tobacco policy
that led to the following actions based on CPSTF recommendations: Tobacco use was restricted to outdoor
areas The prices of tobacco products on base were increased to match the prevailing prices in the surrounding
community Education on harmful effects of tobacco use was provided Tobacco cessation programs were more
available Smoke-free multi-unit housing and tobacco-free zones were established around areas likely to have
children Air Force has implemented numerous programs built on CPSTF recommendations. The Healthy
Airman Report drives interventions for improving eating behaviors, sleep health, physical activity, and
tobacco-free living. Healthy Military Children and Lifestyle Balance target childhood obesity and diabetes
prevention, respectively. The Military Nutrition Environment Assessment Tool is used annually to assess and
improve eating establishments and the nutrition environment of each base. The Smart Fueling Initiative is a
multi-component approach to improve recruitment, readiness, resiliency, and retention by refining the food
environment and delivering smart eating opportunities. Healthy Army Communities is a demonstration project
that applies CPSTF recommendations on tobacco, physical activity, and healthy eating to transform selected
installations into healthy living communities. At one Army installation, the Senior Mission Commander
established a policyâ€”based on a CPSTF recommendationâ€”to reduce the number of hours of alcohol sales
on-post to align with the surrounding communities. Alcohol-impaired driving and serious incident reports
decreased among junior enlisted soldiers. Preventive Medicine is at the forefront of enabling Airmen to
achieve peak performance through staying fit, ready, and resilient. Health Promotion is utilizing the
Community Guide to assist in revitalizing the squadron and the community, through incorporating practices
based in evidence. The Navy and Marines Corps have seen reductions in tobacco use since they instituted
smoke-free policies and removed the on-post discount for tobacco products, both based on CPSTF
recommendations.
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Download File This TC serves as a guide to describe the fundamentals of how to incorporate IO at the tactical
and operational level. As with other elements of combat power, there is no universal formula for the
application of IO. Mission, enemy, terrain and weather, troops and support available-time available, and civil
considerations are the major determinants. The purpose of IO is to achieve and maintain information
superiority or advantage over the adversary at a particular time and place. To achieve an information
advantage, an SF unit must understand the characteristics of the information environment in its operational
area. The unit must also understand how adversary and third-party organizations use information to achieve
their objectives. Information superiority is the purpose of IO. It is also the reason why a commander allocates
resources to IO. Information superiority should not be treated as a doctrinal catch-phrase. For example, during
combat operations, information superiority can be gaining surprise over the enemy or preventing the enemy
from employing its reserve forces. During counterinsurgency operations, information superiority can be
gaining populace support for friendly operations or preventing enemy freedom of flow. In each case,
information superiority is defined specifically for the mission in terms of what advantage is sought for the
friendly force. To be effective, an information operation balances lethal and nonlethal activities to attack the
adversary with those that shape the information environment. Through a combination of both, an SF unit seeks
information superiority over its opponent. An SF unit will rarely achieve absolute and universal information
superiority. The actions of opposing forces, as well as the information content and flow in the operational area,
are not static. Therefore, information superiority is a localized and transitory condition over the adversary. SF
units seek information superiority at certain times and places, usually at or before the decisive point of the
operation. Chapter 3 provides additional information. JP defines MILDEC as actions executed to deliberately
mislead adversary military decision makers as to friendly military capabilities, intentions, and operations,
thereby causing the adversary to take specific actions or inactions that will contribute to the accomplishment
of the friendly mission. An effective deception does not have to be elaborate or complex; however, any time
deception is part of an operation, it is the main effort for the information operation and should be included in
the defined operational advantage information superiority provided for the mission. Deception is used only to
support the mission. MILDEC actively targets adversary leaders and decisionmakers in support of specific
battles and engagements. Distorting, concealing, or falsifying indicators of friendly intentions, capabilities, or
dispositions that the adversary will see and collect can mislead or confuse the adversary. MILDEC is
conducted at all levelsâ€”strategic, operational, and tacticalâ€”and must be carefully coordinated to deconflict
operations between the HQ and subordinate units. A deception in support of OPSEC is a relatively easy form
of deception to use and is very appropriate for use at battalion-level and below. Camouflage, concealment, and
decoys are normally individual or unit responsibilities and governed by SOP. These actions may be taken for
their own ends. In such cases, cover and concealment can hide the presence of friendly forces, but decoy
placement should be coordinated as part of the deception in support of OPSEC. The uncertainties of combat
make decisionmakers susceptible to deception. The basic mechanism for any deception is either to increase or
decrease the level of uncertainty commonly referred to as ambiguity in the mind of the deception target.
Deception may be used in the following ways: By making the wrong decision, which is the deception
objective, the adversary could misemploy forces and provide friendly forces an operational advantage. These
deceptions are complex to plan and execute, but the potential rewards are often worth the increased effort and
resources. This confusion can produce different results. For example, it can cause the target to delay a decision
until it is too late to prevent friendly-mission success. It can place the target in a dilemma for which there is no
acceptable solution. It may even prevent the target from taking any action at all. IO objectives describe the
effects that will achieve information superiority. As such, an IO objective is a statement of what IO will do to
attack the adversary or shape the environment to achieve information superiority. Depending upon the
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complexity or duration of the mission for example, a tactical direct-action mission versus a long-term FID
defense mission there may be only one IO objective or there may be numerous IO objectives developed for
each phase of the overall operation. Generally, regardless of the mission, no more than five objectives are
planned for execution at any one time in the operation. When possible, IO objectives should be observable the
desired effect is detectable , achievable assets and time are available to accomplish the objective , and
quantifiable the desired effect can be measured. The effects describe a physical or cognitive condition either in
the information environment focus on information content and flow or against adversary forces focus on
cognition and behavior. IO objectives should not specify ways or means that is, IO capabilities. There is no
doctrinal format for an IO objective. One possible format uses target, action, purpose, effect: Target describes
the object of the desired effect. Action describes the capability or cognitive function of the target. Purpose
describes what will be accomplished for the friendly force. Effect describes the outcome for example, destroy,
degrade, disrupt, or deceive.
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They are the Backbone of the US Army. Effective at medium range vs infantry. Can pick up a variety of
weapons from the Weapon Rack. Five soldiers equipped with the venerable M1 Garand provide a considerable
punch. Riflemen are most effective at medium range, formidable at far range and are potent when up close.
They also excel at chasing and annihilating retreating squads. Can hold two weapons. Use smoke grenades to
flank enemies, or to cut off incoming fire from one side of an engagement. Steadily equipping Riflemen with
weapons will help them scale into the late game. Effective defenders and versatile, no army can do without
them. Good for crewing team weapons, constructing defenses, hasty battlefield repairs, or last infantry pushes"
5 Rear Echelon Troops are the US Forces cheap support units. They are the dedicated Mine sweeping squad of
the U. At the cost of munitions Rear Echelon Troops can provide Suppressing Fire, slowly suppressing enemy
infantry. When this is used however,the squad will take extra damage,so be aware. When used as support to
Riflemen, the Rear Echelon Troops are a strong addition to any army. In addition to repairing vehicles, the
squad can construct a Fighting Position capable of being upgraded with a. When a Rear Echelon squad is
garrisoned inside a fighting position it can also fire a rifle grenade, providing additional firepower. Can also
construct Barbed Wire and Tank Traps. Rear Echelon Troops may purchase weapons from the Weapon Rack,
re-crew weapon teams, and re-crew vehicles. With creative use of vehicle de-crew, a clever commander is
capable of re-crewing vehicles with Rear Echelon Troops and using specialty vehicle crews for other
tasks,such as Vehicle Crew Thompsons flank teams,or M20 Bazooka teams. Use Rear Echelon Troops to
re-crew weapon teams or re-crew vehicles. Create Fighting Positions in range of important buildings in the
beginning of a game to deny machine guns important houses with Rifle grenades. With Rifle Company, Rear
Echelons, upgraded with the flamethrower, turn into your anti-garrison unit. The ambulance comes crewed
with a medic squad which can heal injured squads. Supply medical aid in the field and reinforce troops when
not moving and in own territory and not in conflict. The ambulance must stand still in friendly territory in
order to reinforce. The vehicle is able to "Distribute Medical Supplies", allowing them to heal all nearby
infantry and weapons teams, including allied units. The vehicle crew can be disembarked and used as a
non-combat Medic squad. Players can re-crew the vehicle with another squad, and the Ambulance is still able
to reinforce and distribute medical supplies. The ambulance is lightly armored with low health so be careful
with it. The ambulance can reinforce your teammates units similar to other halftracks and even heals them.
ORG 81mm Mortar Can fire smoke rounds and regular rounds. Effective at range vs infantry and buildings.
The shells have lower area of effect damage, but the mortar makes up for this by faster fire rate. This mortar is
well suited to blind enemy HMGs or otherwise cover your assault. If you want an indirect artillery piece for
direct combat in the open, consider buying a pak howitzer instead. Orders in the Platoon Commander Lt. This
provides a boost in firepower for the player in addition to unlocking the tier structure. If the Lieutenant squad
dies, the squad can be repurchased individually. Lieutenant "The Lieutenant and his command squad are
effective infantry and heavily armed. Gains veterancy from nearby allies. The Lieutenant comes equipped with
a BAR, and a Thompson submachine gun giving players a massive boost in firepower when he hits the field.
The M20 also carries M9 Bazooka anti-tank launcher, which arms the crew when they disembark. Effective
against infantry and lightly armored vehicles. Weak to tanks and anti-vehicle weapons. The M20 is effective
as a light reconnaissance and infantry support vehicle. The car can deploy Anti-Tank mines at the cost of
munitions. It can be upgraded with side skirts at the cost of munitions, granting a significant increase in
durability against small arms fire. The vehicle crew can be disembarked to provide light AT support with its
single Bazooka. The Mines that the M20 lays will instantly immobilize any vehicle unfortunate enough to hit
them. Keep this Baby alive! It provides very flexible support to any army. At a pinch, you can disembark the
crew and fire on enemy armor with your Bazooka. Remember to upgrade to side skirts; they allow you to
survive an extra hit from a Panzerschreck, which is crucial. Remember to plant as many mines with the M20
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as you can! Effective against massed infantry and light vehicles, but must be properly positioned. Quickly
suppresses infantry in its cone of fire and also packs a punch. Use behind cover and with support as an area
denial weapon. Like all weapon teams, the. Use with support, and keep a spotter forward of the MG to
increase vision. Crew with pathfinders from the Airborne Company to allow your Machine gun to spot for
itself. Fires in a large arc from the rear against ground targets. A very effective unit against unsupported
infantry. With the fairly cheap cost to tech to this tier, and the low fuel cost of the vehicle, it can hit the field
fairly early. Vulnerable to anti-tank weapons and tanks. Be careful about walking into hidden anti-tank
weapons or mines. Use with infantry as spotters and mine sweepers to stay clear of trouble. This vehicle can
be build early and packs a punch, making it a valuable unit to rush. Once you positioned the M15A1 properly,
use handbrake mode to lock the M15A1 down to avoid unwanted movements. Just remember you will have to
deactivate the handbrake mode before retreating to safety. The Captain provides some AT support with a
single Bazooka, and can be used to make units build faster. If the Captain squad dies, the squad can be
repurchased individually. Captain "The Captain and his command squad can improve the actions of nearby
infantry and are heavily armed. Effective at medium range vs. Its combination of good penetration and
excellent accuracy are needed against heavily armored enemy vehicles. It lacks the penetration power of larger
AT guns, but makes up for it with a cheaper cost and improved mobility. Use with spotters and other fighting
units to provide AT support. Crew with pathfinders to allow it to spot for itself. Vulnerable to infantry, so keep
it protected. The M1 is light enough to be moved by its crew and can be used against all targets. Effective
against massed infantry and static targets. Use it to provide long-range indirect fire against infantry and light
targets. The Barrage range of this unit is considerably longer than average mortars, and also packs a bigger
punch. Keep the unit behind your lines, like all weapon teams it is vulnerable to flanking and small arms. Use
the Barrage to reach targets outside of the normal fire range. Effective against all light vehicles and infantry.
Weak to tanks and anti-tank weaponry. Although it cannot toe-to-toe with medium or heavy tanks, it has
decent penetration at close distances. Can deal engine damage critical to vehicles at the cost of munitions.
With hitpoints,it can survive UP TO 3 hits from enemy armor or anti tank guns. Keep this in mind when
engaging around anti tank weapons and planning your attacks. The Major is a non-combat squad with special
functionality. If the Major squad dies, the squad can be repurchased individually cost listed below is
replacement cost of Major. Major "The Major and his command squad can act as a retreat point, call artillery
support, and recon the battlefield. Not an effective combat unit. Can also toggle to become a stationary
forward retreat point. Setup you Major as a retreat point near an Ambulance. Retreating units will be able to
heal and reinforce. Be wary of enemy assaults from the Air or ground on your Retreat point.
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Want Full Access? With over worldwide military locations filled with secure, money saving options. SpaceÂ-A Air Flights
Â- hundreds of thousands of available worldwide seats Military RV Camping -Â thousands of camping spots & cabins
worldwide Military Lodging -Â thousands of accommodations worldwide Subscribe or log in to read the rest of this
content.
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U.S. Armed Forces and The Community Guide The health of our Airmen is vitally important to our mission of strategic
deterrence and global strike. [The Community Preventive Services Task Force] provides data-driven recommendations
our commanders can utilize to improve the health and performance of their units.".

9: Joint Travel Regulations
As an invaluable tool, the Military Travel Guide shares military-only travel deals, discount travel offers and more. Find
military travel resources for active duty, families and retirees today.
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